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How shall we speak of the "early-music movement"? We lack a 
satisfactory name for the phenomenon today; none of the old 
solutions seem right any more. "Early music" itself will hardly 
do, when so much of the repertoire concerned is so recent. (If 
even Brahms is now to be considered "early," surely we have ex
hausted the word's usefulness.) "Authentic" has succumbed to 
a thousand critical blows, most of them richly deserved. "Con
textual," for no very obvious reason, was stillborn; hardlyany
one uses it now. Perhaps the strain of determining which 
contexts counted did it in. "Period" and "historical" (with the 
variant "historically informed") remain, but a careful observer 
cannot help noting that even they become ever rarer with time; 
we are resorting instead to complex circumlocutions. l I ven
ture to suggest that this linguistic fidgetiness has its roots in the 
changing nature of the beast itselE The early-music movement 
has taken a new turn within the last several years: less ideolog
ical, more self-critical, and increasingly tolerant both of unor
thodoxy and of forthright expressivity. I cannot provide a 

1. In the absence of any really satisfactory solution, I have used all of these 
terms (more or less interchangeably) in the argument that follows. 
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comprehensive account of this transformation, but I shall set 
forth below both an overview of recent developments and a 
preliminary diagnosis. 

The most comprehensive and influential analysis of the 
theory and practice of "historical performance" is that of Rich
ard Taruskin, which he has developed in numerous essays span
ning more than a decade. By now Taruskin's central contention 
is well known to all who interest themselves in performance
practice matters: "historical performance" is not only substan
tially ahistorical but in some ways more purely modern than 
so-called "modern performance." The elegance and aptness of 
Taruskin's epigrammatic formulations of this thesis, however, 
have sometimes caused his readers to overlook the complexity 
of the argument itself and the distinctness of its several strands. 
"[Authentistic performance] is modern performance," he an
nounces, for example, at a crucial point in the essay "The Past
ness of the Present and the Presence of the Past,,;2 yet this 
phrase encompasses at least three distinct contentions, all of 
which are important to the argument. 

First, historical performance is "modern" because it is a 
contemporary construction, a historical fiction in which the 
invented elements inevitably overwhelm those genuinely taken 
from the past. The information we have about vanished perfor
mance practices is fragmentary, obscure, and often self-contra
dictory. A performer has no choice but to supplement his or 
her understanding of the historical record with something else: 
"instinct," "musicianship," some vision (at any rate) of what 
makes for a musically convincing result. That cannot help but 
involve the injection of a contemporary musical sensibility; the 
performer remains "authentically" twentieth-century no matter 

2. In Authenticity and Early Music, ed. Nicholas Kenyon (Oxford, 1988), 
137-210; 152. T aruskin replaces the suspect word "authentic" with his own 
neologism "authentistic"; the distancing "-ist-" allows him to dispense with 
the usual scare-quotes. 
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how thoroughly "historically informed." Second, the lightness, 
speed, metrical rigidity, and textural transparency which 
Taruskin regards as signature traits of "historical performances" 
also mark the trajectory of "mainstream" performance over the 
last half-century. This suggests that the aesthetic priorities of 
historical performance are essentially in accord with contem
porary taste: historical performance is "modern" because it, like 
what we are used to calling "modern performance," is tailored 
to please modern ears. Third, this same set of characteristics, 
together with the early-music movement's strident rhetoric of 
"renovation" and its antagonism toward "tradition," link his
torical performance specifically with the aesthetic positions of 
twentieth-century high modernism. Historical performance, 
then, is "modern performance" because it owes its aesthetic 
precepts and its ideological foundations to modernism. 

In Taruskin's argument all three of these strands run neatly 
together. Historical performers supplement the meager docu
mentary evidence with their own musical taste, which (being, 
like themselves, contemporary) runs to the light, fast, regular, 
and transparent; and contemporary taste is like this because a 
modernist aesthetic ideal, most famously articulated by 
Stravinsky, suffuses the whole sphere of performance. The aes
thetic ideal drives the entire enterprise, as Taruskin demon
strates by showing that where it and the historical facts conflict, 
it is the latter that give way. (The aura of the historically "au
thentic" is so highly prized that a veritable sub-industry of mu
sicological evidence cooking and special pleading has arisen to 
cope with such inconvenient facts. Taruskin demolishes these 
revisionist projects with patience, wit, and a sort of wicked 
glee.) Writing of a number of now-developed "period" perfor
mance styles which have proven "extremely persuasive, influen
tial, and ... authoritative," he notes that 

in not one of these cases can the historicity of the style in question 
withstand the slightest scrutiny on any positive documentary basis. 
They are not fashioned out of whole doth, to be sure, but not only are 
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they unverifiable in all their aspects, they are each quite falsifiable in 
some.3 

But for Taruskin this "ahistoricity" is not a flaw or failing; 
on the contrary, it constitutes proof that what he calls "authen
tistic" performance is a living tradition: even-especially
while proclaiming exclusive deference to historical truth, per
formers allow their own musical sensibilities the final word. 
The failing, for him, is rather in the "thin veneer of historicism" 
which the rhetoric of "authenticity" lays down over the "histor
ical" style and the performances informed by it.4 

The mutual reinforcement of Taruskin's three strands of 
"modernness," however, depends on the continuing ascendan
cy of a modernist performing aesthetic: if musical culture as a 
whole turns away from modernism and its dictates, we may ex
pect historical performance, inhabiting the same cultural air, to 
follow suit. Taruskin himself suggests, when making the crucial 
link between "authentisticity" and modernism, that the former 
would not survive were it deprived of the reinforcement of the 
latter: "the ideal of authentistic performance grew up alongside 
modernism, shares its tenets, and will probably decline along
side it as well." 5 A turn away from modernism in the larger cul
tural arena would separate Taruskin's first two strands from his 
third. To be "contemporary," to appeal to or draw on contem
porary taste, would no longer be to be "modernist," and the 
way would then be dear for the development of different ways 
of performing (and thinking about) music both old and new. 

The conditional constructions that pepper the preceding 
paragraph may seem unjustifiably timid, given the spectacular 
array of challenges to and critiques of modernism now domi
nating the whole cultural sphere. Neither the magnitude nor 
the durability of the "postmodernist" turn in literature and the 

3. T aruskin, "The Pastness of the Present," 142. 

4. Ibid., 152. 

5. Ibid. 
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arts over the past twenty years can really be doubted today, 
even though we continue to disagree about what, exactly, the 
"postmodern" is (and nowhere more so than in music), But it 
is unclear whether these developments have had any appreci
able influence on the ways music is performed. Certainly a self
consciously "postmodernist" style of performance has not yet 
emerged, and it is not at all obvious what it would look like if 
it did. The postmodernist devices of collage, pastiche, and self
referentiality are everywhere in recent composition, but they 
have resisted application to the performance of older music.D 

Furthermore, the glory days of "authenticity," from the late 
1970S to the end of the 1980s, coincided with the very height of 
the postmodernist explosion (at least in music); yet the two 
phenomena passed by one another without the slightest sign of 
interaction or even contact. Only when a postmodernist opera 
production was wedded to an authenticist rendition of the mu
sic, as frequently happened in the last decade, did it become 
obvious how profoundly the assumptions of the different do
mains had grown apart. It is as though musical performance, 
alone of all the arts, were somehow inoculated against the full
scale rejection of modernism that swept through the remainder 
of the culture. 

There is a plausible candidate for the status of inoculating 
agent, and it is the idea of "authenticity" itself The project of 
recovering a once-inaccessible past appealed with special force 
to a musical community whose gaze was, more than ever be
fore, focused on previous centuries. Moreover, the special na
ture of music-an art at once mysterious in its effects and 
utterly dependent on re-creative imagination-seemed to give 
the project particular urgency. The revival of forgotten per-

6. By contrast, they have found a natural home in the transcription, arrange
ment, and reworking of earlier music. In this area (which shades into per
formance at one end, just as it does into composition at the other) there 
have been a number of recent ventures which draw on familiar postmodern
ist themes, including a multitracked, textless recording of Thomas Tallis's 
forty-part motet Spem in alium by the Kronos Quartet. 
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forming practices held out the promise, at least to some musi
cians, of a new and formerly unattainable level of musical 
understanding. The rift that time had wrought between musi
cal texts and their interpreters was to be closed up; the once
fragmented masterworks of the past would be made whole. 
This was and remains a powerfully seductive idea. The search 
for the one true past expressed for a large part of the musical 
community much the same nostalgic impulse that in other cul
tural fields (not excepting musical composition) was being 
turned in postmodernist directions. 

But the historical-performance project can make sense in 
these terms only so long as the goal of recovering the musical 
past appears feasible and desirable. Both assumptions have, of 
course, come increasingly into question in recent years. 
Taruskin's critique of the theory and practice of "authenticity" 
may be the most prominent and powerful that has yet been 
made, but he is by no means alone in questioning the possibil
ity of historical verisimilitude, or in denxing that we would 
want such a thing even if we could have it.7 And little by little 
the historical-performance community has absorbed the cri
tique, quietly and gradually abandoning the pursuit of histori
cal certitude for the more equivocal goal of transhistorical 
communication. 

The external signs of this transformation are subtle but sig
nificant. The rhetoric of "authenticity," as found in concert and 
recording promotions, has declined dramatically both in force 
and in frequency since its heyday several years ago. Gone 
forever is the favorite slogan: "First recording in the original 
version!"; the guarantee "on original instruments," once bla
zoned boldly on the front of every compact disc, is now relegat
ed to the inside of the package, or even omitted as often as not. 

7. Both criticisms surface continually in the essays in Authenticity and Early 
Music; see especially Robert Morgan's passionate denunciation ofverisimil
itude as ideal in "Tradition, Anxiety, and the Current Musical Scene," 57-
82. 
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In place of such locutions we find a new insistence on the con
temporaneity of performers and audience alike-a rhetorical 
position which owes a great deal to Taruskin's first and second 
strands, even if it balks at the third.8 The artistic pronounce
ments of early-instrument performers now routinely invoke 
such values as imagination, communication, and "phantasy," 
all pitched with particular regard to the desires and capacities 
of the modern audience. Consider, for example, the change 
which a few years have wrought in the printed biography of the 
lutenist and conductor Anthony Rooley: 

Anthony Rooley, director of the Consort of Musicke, has an interna
tional reputation in several related fields: as the director of an ensemble 
dedicated to the research and performance of the vast repertoire of mu
sic for voices and instruments from the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies; as a lute player reviving the forgotten masterpieces of the 
Renaissance (often in partnership with Emma Kirkby); and as produc
er of music theatre of that period, combining music, gesture, drama 
and dance. (1990)9 

Anthony Rooley-Iutenist, sculptor, writer and director of the Consort 
of Musicke-has spent his life delving into and resurrecting the forgot
ten musical masterpieces of the Renaissance. But being very much a man 
of todaJl he is not content merely to present his finds in the scholarly manner 
of a musical archaeologist, but rather aims for an inspired communication 
to take place during the act of performance, involving performer, composer 
and hearers alike. (1993; emphasis mine) 10 

8. Taruskin's position, considered as a package, provoked some hostile re
actions from the historical performance community when it first emerged; 
most performers were willing to concede their own contemporaneity (and 
that of their audiences), but were suspicious of a view of their work that gave 
its historical element so little place. I remember, though, meeting a well
known "period" quartet player in London in 1988 who had read Taruskin's 
work with the greatest enthusiasm, and who, having heard that I had actu
ally met Taruskin and discussed "early music" with him, proceeded to tal{e 
me into a corner and talk of nothing else for the next forty minutes. 
9. Liner notes to Claudio Monteverdi, II Sesto Libro de Madrigali, Consort 
of Musicke/Anthony Rooley (Virgin VC 7 9II54-2, 1990), 8. 
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These changes in the rhetorical stance of historical perfor
mance parallel a perceptible shift in the character of the music. 
making itself. The rhetoric of authenticity's heyday stressed the 
radical defamiliarization of familiar music: deprived of old, 
comfortable sounds, we were to hear good old Bach, Mozart, 
Beethoven, et al. "as if for the first time." The style of perfor
mance that arose to meet this promise, unsurprisingly, took its 
bearings as much from the deliberate rejection of "modern" 
performing virtues as from the documents that were its nomi
nal basis. It is almost superfluous to list its signature character
istics (lean, acerbic string tone and brash wind timbre, quick 
and unusually steady tempi, the rejection of many familiar 
sorts of nuance, a general preference for the smallest practicable 
orchestra, etc.), since they have been the stuff of diatribes 
against the early-music style for decades. All of these perform
ing decisions represented, in the established terms of "main
stream" performance, a degradation of the interpretive level, 
and were recast by the rhetoricians of authenticity as hallmarks 
of a higher, more ascetic virtue. Record reviewers developed a 
new vocabulary to deal with these novel values, in which the 
adjectives "colorful," "exhilarating," and-especially-"brac
ing" represented the very summits of praise. It is difficult now 
to avoid the suspicion that the coded meaning of these words 
was "Eat it, it's good for you!"-that we were being fed the 
rough musical equivalent of oat bran. 

By contrast, the past several years have seen the emergence 
of a distinctly luxuriant, even voluptuary, attitude toward the 
sound-worlds of early music. The best indication of the new di
rection, perhaps, is this: where evidence of the use of big, lush, 
sensuous ensembles once was ignored or debunked, now it is 
just as apt to be taken seriously. The first harbinger of the trend 
was probably Robert King's recording of Handel's Fireworks 
Music, with an enormous period-instrument wind band, in the 

10. Liner notes to Claudio Monteverdi, If Terzo Libro de Madrigali, Con
sort of Musicke/Anthony Rooley (Virgin CDC 7592832,1993),8. 
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late I9805. Since then we have had Haydn's Creation with an or
chestra of 120 and a chorus of 80 (forces which, perhaps signif
icantly, few "modern" conductors would dare assemble for this 
work today), and a recording of the Corelli concerti grossi, 
with forces actually approximating those that Muffat ascribed 
to Corelli's concerts in Rome, among other similar ventures. I 1 

Grand sounds, it would seem, are no longer taboo. 
Individual instrumental timbres, too, have mellowed and 

sweetened remarkably over the past decade. The "vinegar" that 
record reviewers once found in "period" violin tone has turned 
to honey in the hands of the latest generation of players (which 
in itself is enough to show that the earlier sound-ideal was a 
conscious choice, not the inevitable or natural consequence of 
the instruments being used). Yet this new sound-quality is not 
just a retreat toward "mainstream" ideals, but a distinct new 
timbre, gentler than the "modern" string sound, more plaintive 
and more resonant, more suggestive of the physical gestures of 
performance. Among players of eighteenth-century wind in
struments, there seems as strong a delight as ever in their pi
quant sounds, bur much less effort than formerly to play up 
their technical distinctness from the modern varieties. Valveless 
horn players use the distinctive buzz of "stopped" pitches as a 
musical effect when they desire it, but have learned to mitigate 

11. George Frideric Handel, Music for the Royal Fireworks, King's Consort! 
Robert King (Hyperion CDA66350, 1989); Franz Joseph Haydn, The Cre
ation, E. Kirkby, A. Rolfe Johnson, M. George, Choir of New College, Ox
ford, Academy of Ancient Music/Christopher Hogwood (L'Oiseau-Lyre 
430 397-2, 1990); Arcangelo Corelli, Concerti grossi Op. 0, Ensemble 4151 
Chiara Banchini (Harmonia Mundi HMC 901406.07, 1992). Ensemble 415 
goes an additional step in attempting to apply Muffat's observations about 
Corelli's tempi; thus, slow movements are startlingly languorous, an effect 
heightened by the ravishingly lush continuo group. The gradual rejection of 
hectic speeds is another part of the transformation I am describing here. If 
Taruskin's now-famous chart depicting the progressive acceleration in re
cordings of the Brandenburg Concerto no. 5 since the 19 50S (in "The Pastness 
of the Present," 187) were extended to the present, it would show a peak in 
the early 1980s and a slight but significant deceleration thereafter. 
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it when they do not; clarinetists exploit the distinctively sepa
rate registers of the Classical clarinet, but no longer shrink 
from gliding seamlessly from one to the next when the music 
appears to call for it. And with this joy in the timbral resources 
of early instruments has come a stronger interest than ever be
fore in repertories where timbre and texture are prime sources 
of sensuous delight: the ensemble and orchestral music of the 
French Baroque, and also the exquisitely lush chamber music 
of Boccherini. 12 

One exception needs to be registered here to this portrait of 
early music in transition. On the temporal front lines of the 
movement, where new repertoire is still being assimilated to 
the domain of historical performance, very little of my descrip
tion holds. Historical performance in music of the later nine
teenth century still defines itself against "mainstream" practice, 
just as once it did in the eighteenth, and the traits now waning 
rapidly in earlier repertoire remain in full strength here: a "ren
ovatory" rhetoric allied with a concomitantly "renovatory" per
formance style. ''Authentistidty,'' in this limited domain, is 
alive and well. But the changing position of historical perfor
mance with respect to the "mainstream" has effectively split the 
early-music movement into two radically unequal parts-the 
front lines, and everything else-and not the least of the con
sequences is that they have increasingly little to do with one an
other. 

In retrospect, it is extraordinary how little the historical 
performance movement has affected the "mainstream" concert 

12. Some part of the Boccherini revival should probably be attributed to the 
250th anniversary of his birth in 1993. But the recent stream of Boccherini 
recordings, on closer examination, breaks down into two parts: series issued 
by record labels (mainly the German companies Capriccio and cpo) in hon
or of the quartermillennium, and on modern instruments; and projects by 
period-instrument groups like Ensemble 415, L'Archibudelli, L'Europa Gal
ante, and the Artaria Quartet, which seem largely independent of the anni
versary. 
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repertory. The "early-music" repertory has expanded steadily 
and inexorably over the past twenty years, claiming ever later 
music for itself and leaving an ever smaller island of beloved 
classics untouched by its rising waters. But the old predictions 
that all the music below the high-water mark would become 
the exclusive province of "early music" have been overtaken by 
reality: even the Baroque repertory remains perfectly legitimate 
territory for "modern" performers. Modern orchestras have not 
stopped playing Bach's Brandenburg Concertos and Handel's 
concerti grossi, nor have pianists abandoned the WTC or the 
Scarlatti sonatas. Modern violinists still play the "Four Sea
sons" far too many times a year, and they have Bach's solo sona
tas and partitas almost to themselves, since historical 
violinists-perhaps wisely-remain leery of them. Big chorus
es still sing Messiah every winter, even from Ebenezer Prout's 
delightfuUy overinflated edition; and the other big choral fa
vorites of the Baroque (Bach's B-Minor Mass, Vivaldi's Gloria, 
etc.) are performed and recorded as frequently as ever with 
"mainstream" instruments and singers. For a while, musicians 
involved in these putatively reactionary enterprises prefaced 
their performances with little apologies for or defenses of tradi
tional practice. Such was the paltry legacy of the HIP brow
beating the not-Hn~ 13 Yet even these perfunctory skirmishes 
now seem to be on the way out; the arguments are tired, the 
battle already won. (These counterattacks have not been neces
sary at all in the later eighteenth-century and nineteenth
century repertories, where there was never any question of his
torical performance "driving out" modern practice.) 

If there has been any attrition from the "modern-instru
ment" repertory, it has been in the interstices of the canon, the 
little-explored nooks and crannies between and prior to the ac
knowledged "great masterpieces." A musician with a passion 

13. "HIP" = "historically-informed perform[-er, -ance]." The acronym is 
now in general use among players, perhaps because it allows the creation of 
tangy phrases like "HIPper than thou." 
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for Legrenzi or Zelenka or C. P. E. Bach is now much more 
likely to use a historical instrument than would have been the 
case twenty years ago. But these repertories owe their modern 
viability to the same historical impulse which fed the early
instrument revival in the first place, and they attract exactly the 
sorts of musicians who are also naturally drawn to the 
historical-performance projeCt. These are not repertories wrest
ed out of the mainstream, but new musical domains created 
around and alongside it; they do not threaten the terrain of 
"modern performance," but merely occupy ground that mod
ern performers are no longer interested in contesting. 

The early-music movement's expansion into the nine
teenth century is another matter altogether, and it is here-at 
the edge of paradox-that "authenticity" is making its final 
stand. We are accustomed to seeing the terms "historical per
formance" and "early music" used almost synonymously, but in 
fact the idea of historical performance has no natural borders; 
its ultimate tendency is to claim the whole repertory as its do
minion, much as "ethnomusicology" in principle claims all 
musical activity as its subject. Many attempts have been made, 
nonetheless, to define a logical stopping point, beyond which 
"historicity" need not (or ought not) go. A decade ago, in the 
course of a generally sympathetic overview of the historical per
formance movement, Joseph Kermat,1 made what he called the 
"obvious point" that 

the whole issue of historical performance tends to evaporate as we ap
proach the turn of the twentieth century. Historical performance be
comes, simply, performance, and once we have sound recordings, we 
no longer have to ask what the composer and his contemporaries 
would have recognized (though we may have to deal with our own be
wilderment). The questions become questions of interpretation. Musi
cology evaporates into criticism. 14 

14. Joseph Kerman, Contemplating Music: Challenges to Musicology (Cam
bridge, Mass., 1985), 214. 
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Here there seems to be a confusion between the use of "original 
instruments" (another synonym!) and the application of his tor
ical performance practice. What evaporates by the turn of the 
century is the issue of what instruments are to be used, since 
most instruments had reached essentially modern forms by 
that time. The issue of performance practice is something else 
again. Kerman seems here to relegate to the sphere of "interpre
tation" everything but the choice of instrumental hardware. 
But earlier in the same chapter he sensibly differentiates "inter
pretation," which is individual, from "performance practice," 
which is normative, and soundly castigates both Arnold Dol
metsch and Thurston Dart for contributing to the confusion of 
the two terms. Kerman is well aware that the turn-of-the-cen
tury performances preserved in early recordings present a strik
ing collective profile, which differs profoundly from that of our 
own time in such matters as tempo, rubato, and the use of por
tamento. (Witness his reference to our "bewilderment" in the 
quoted paragraph.) His willingness nonetheless to assign these 
differences to the category of "interpretation," i.e., to the gov
ernance of individual musical instinct and taste, suggests a de
sire to free performers from any implied obligation to revive 
the turn-of-the-century style. Correct performance practice is, 
in some circles, a matter of duty; but interpretation is some
thing about which reasonable people might differ. If what we 
hear on early recordings is all a matter of "interpretation," then 
we can continue playing our Brahms and Tchaikovsky the way 
we like them (and avoiding those slurpy slides) with a clear 
conscience. 

When Kerman wrote, the expansion of historical perfor
mance into the nineteenth century had barely begun. Today 
the front lines are past the midpoint of the century, and it is be
coming apparent that the enterprise cannot sustain itself much 
longer. The "hardware" problem that Kerman drew attention 
to at the turn of the twentieth century is already acute by the 
middle of the nineteenth: the few instruments still significantly 
different from their modern counterparts nonetheless sound 
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enough like them that audiences might notice the difference 
only if instructed to perceive it. The later one gets in the reper
tory, the more strained becomes the conventional rhetoric 
about the special "sound-world" opened up by the instruments 
themselves. At the same time, the orchestra itself becomes 
more and more expensive to operate, since players who own 
and play mid-nineteenth-century wind instruments are scarce, 
and often must be flown in from great distances. The bottom 
line is a smaller timbral payoff for a greater expense than ever 
before. 

This dismal calculus has been balanced, so far, by the lure 
of the landmark: the first-ever "period" performance15 and 
(more to the point) the first-ever "period" recording. But the 
marks of economic necessity are obvious in the course the 
early-music movement has taken in the last few years. The ex
ploration of nineteenth-century music on period instruments 
has been skewed decidedly toward ever-bigger and more im
pressive works. (Big pieces tend to involve the largest numbers 
of really unfamiliar instruments, and it is easiest to make the 
obligatory claim that a work's texture has been "marvelously 
clarified" if it involves a truly humongous orchestra.) An or
chestra is assembled at enormous expense, a few concerts given, 
a recording made (this being the commercial point of the ven
ture), and then the musicians return to their respective conti
nents. The expense of the project virtually precludes its being 
soon repeated, unless a rival recording company is disposed to 
fund it,16 but then the primary purpose of the exercise is the 
documentation of the work in "period" guise, a purpose that is 
accomplished with the first recording. The result of this system 
is that "nineteenth-century period style" is constrained to de
velop in fits and starts, the product of a series of ad hoc) made
for-eD-issue encounters of musicians with works rather than 
of the sustained immersion of the players in the music. I? (The 

15. Always excepting, of course, the ones that took place ... well, in the pe
riod. 
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blockbuster mentality has the additional effect of confining ev
eryone's attention to the most familiar and salable repertoire. 
No Gade, Berwald, or Raff here: only the Fifty Famous Pieces 
need apply.) 

The central problem of historical performance in the nine
teenth-century repertory, though, is altogether more intracta
ble than these rather mundane and, in principle, soluble 
difficulties. Historical performance has painted itself into an 
ideological corner. For decades, its announced purpose has 
been to wipe the distortions of Romanticism from the face of 
the pre-Romantic repertory. This was an easy formulation 
when the subject was Bach and the Romantic was a comfort
able century distant. It remained reasonably viable for Haydn 
and Mozart (if slightly suspect-did not E. T. A. Hoffmann 
name these composers the first Romantics?), but with Beetho
ven the problem became rather too obvious and the "distor
tions" of tradition were tacitly relocated to the later nineteenth 

16. In the last few years, the roster of period-performance conductors seri
ously involved with the assimilation of ever-later repertoire has dwindled to 
two: Roger Norrington (EMI Reflexe), with his London Classical Players, 
and John Eliot Gardiner (Philips), with his new nineteenth-century band, 
the Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique. Oflate they have been dog
ging each other's steps through the nineteenth century in a manner explica
ble only by personal rivalry or record-company politics: Norrington's 
Symphonie fantastique has just been followed by one from Gardiner, Gar
diner's Deutsches Requiem by one from Norrington. 
17. This writer took part last year in the San Francisco Bay Area's period
instrument premiere of the Brahms Deutsches Requiem. In this case no re
cording was involved, but as in the recording projects described above, the 
whole stylistic side of the affair was more or less jerry-rigged for the occa
sion. The string players were in a particularly unfortunate position, as we 
knew hardly anything about Brahmsian performance practice but were 
highly conscious of the need to sound as different from modern strings as 
possible, so as to justify the outrageous cost of the orchestra (some of the 
winds had been flown in from Europe). The solutions dictated to us (vibra
to bulges on every long note, the careful avoidance of legato bow changes, 
the occasional deliberate slurpy portamento for which everyone was direct
ed to use the same fingering, etc.) bore a suspicious resemblance to the kinds 
of things that unskilled players do unintentionally. 
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century. (Kerman stated forthrightly that "to be 'authentic' in 
nineteenth-century performance is to be Romantic"-but he 
wrote when the first attempts at nineteenth-century "authen
ticity" were still reassuringly in the future.) 18 Today the later 
nineteenth century is itself the object of historical-performance 
exploration; John Eliot Gardiner, for example, has recorded the 
Verdi Requiem, completed in 1874, with his Monteverdi Choir 
and Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique. Yet the under
lying aesthetic assumptions of the musicians venturing into 
this territory appear to have changed not at aU: the goal is still 
to lighten, quicken, darify.19 

The trouble is that we know plenty (through recordings) 
about the style of performance in place during the first decade 
of the twentieth century, and it resembles Norrington's and 
Gardiner's nascent late-nineteenth-century styles about as 
much as Bermuda resembles the surface of the moon. These 
performers seem to be postulating a sudden, discontinuous, 
late-Romantic "blip" in performance aesthetics somewhere in 
the dosing years of the nineteenth century, which wiped away 
the clean, transparent manner that Brahms and his generation 
preferred and has continued to inflect our readings of aU earlier 
music ever since. The few extant recordings by Brahms's friend 
(and dedicatee of the violin and double concertos) Joseph 
Joachim are enough to refute this. Once Wagner was the cen
tral villain in this picture, the one who singlehandedly warped 
the Western performance tradition so that no trace of its 
former self remained. Recently Norrington has begun remov
ing the Romanticizing distortions from Wagner. 20 

Not only do early recordings demonstrate that "Romantic" 
(meaning: heavily inflected, free, perhaps "sentimentalized") 
performance was in its glory around 1900, of course, but they 

18. Contemplating Music, 211. 

19. See Taruskin's thorough dissection of the rhetoric of Gardiner's notes 
to the latter's recording of the Brahms Deutsches Requiem (1868) in "Tradi
tion and authority," Early Music 20 (1992): 3Il. 
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also prove that that style of performance was stone dead long 
before historical performance made its appearance. Our "main
stream" performances of late-nineteenth-century music repre
sent a practice already drastically stripped down, regularized, 
clarified. In terms of the favorite metaphor of the early-music 
movement, they are not paintings buried under layers of grime, 
but rather works marred by a careless restorer, who in the pro
cess of cleaning them has mistakenly stripped off the top layers 
of paint. This puts historical performers in the impossible po
sition of having to restore a tradition when their training has 
prepared them only to wipe traditions away. It is no wonder 
that few show any relish for the project today, nor that the task 
of manning the historical front lines occupies an ever smaller 
proportion of the musicians active in "early music." 

Even as reality and ideology together act to close off the 
frontier of historical performance, however, developments of 
real interest are cropping up elsewhere. For the large majority 
of historical performers who are primarily concerned with ear
lier music have been left in a very curious position as the van
guard has receded into the nineteenth-century distance. 

Historical performance is now an established practice in 
Baroque and Classical music. It no longer need contend with 
either the "modern" performance establishment or the general 
audience; its position is secure. It coexists in relative peace with 
"mainstream" performance (sometimes, now, even in the con
servatory). Little by little, it has forfeited all the pleasures and 
powers of revolutionary rhetoric as a consequence of its own 
success, for the battle-calls that were once stirring when shout
ed from the margins lose their force when they come from the 

20. To date, only in the Overture to Der jliegende Holliinderon Earry Ro
mantic Overtures (EM! CDC7 49889-2, 1990). But see Norrington's re
marks on "operatic" vocal style (this time with reference to Verdi) in 
Taruskin's "The Spin Doctors of Early Music" (New York Times, 29 July 
1990), under the apt subhead "Getting Rid of Woo-Woo." 
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center. The first period-instrument recording of the Branden
burg Concertos could trumpet its "newness," its unprecedented 
historical fidelity; not so the twenty-third. The slow dying out 
of Early Music's fierce polemical manifestos is one sign of its 
slow acceptance of the current status quo: a de facto truce with 
"mainstream" performance. Indeed, the relationship between 
historical and "mainstream" performance today is oddly symbi
otic in a manner, and to a degree, seldom recognized. 

The old ideal of the historical performer was one of com
plete separatism: the "early musician" would forget, to the ex:.. 
tent possible, all his (or her) "modern" training and try to 
master the chosen instrument as nearly as possible with the 
guidance of the historical sources alone. The use of specifically 
"modern" instrumental techniques (systems of fingering, etc.) 
was in principle as reptehensible as the use of such convenient 
but ahistorical aids as chinrests on violins, endpins on cellos, 
and pedal stop-changes on harpsichords. The goal was a truly 
independent manner of execution, one whose overlap with 
modern practice was kept deliberately to a minimum. Some 
musicians hoped that eventually it would be possible to study 
harpsichord, or Baroque violin, from the start and so escape the 
influence of "modern" technical practices entirely. In the mean
time, historical performers would continue to come from the 
ranks of "modern" musicians, but it was thought desirable that 
such players' "modern" careers should end when their "early" 
careers statted up. True double careers were rare in the 1970S 
and early 1980s, when this ideal was at its strongest. Among the 
most prominent players, only the violinist Sergiu Luca and the 
cellist Anner Bylsma really maintained feet firmly in both 
camps. 

Economic realities, however, have made the dual career in
creasingly attractive over the past decade. Once it became clear 
that "modern" performers were not prepared to cede Bach, 
Handel, and Vivaldi altogether to authenticists, it was obvious 
that few places on earth possessed a potential audience large 
enough to support an orchestra-sized community of full-time 
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early musicians. Only London, which already boasted five fuU
scale symphony orchestras and dozens of (somewhat incestu
ously constituted) chamber and string orchestras, has proven 
able to meet the challenge. In London there is indeed a flour
ishing early-music community, with enough work on offer that 
few players feel the necessity of supplementing their incomes 
with modern performance. (It is hardly coincidental that Lon
don has been the focus of the historical-performance move
ment's commercial success, the origin of its most extreme 
rhetoric, and the site of all the most recent explorations of the 
nineteenth-century repertoire.) But in most other cities a large 
minority of historical performers ordinarily are active as mod
ern-instrument players as well. In the San Francisco Bay Area's 
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, the preeminent period-in
strument orchestra in the United States, perhaps half of the 
players regularly take work on modern instruments; the vari
able personnel of the orchestra often includes all four members 
of the (modern-instrument) Sierra Quartet. Similar patterns 
can be found in New York and other American cities. Among 
the younger generation of solo and chamber players, double ca
reers are now commonplace. The young Dutch cellist Pieter 
Wispelwey recently began a recording career with two different 
labels, issuing "authentistic" Bach and Beethoven on one and 
"modern-practice" Britten, Crumb, and Kodaly on the other. 
Erich Hobarth, first violinist of the (period) Quatuor Mo
saYques, also leads the (modern) Wiener Streichsextett. Even in 
London, a few of the most prominent chamber and solo play
ers (e.g. the violist Roger Chase, the cellist Sebastian Combetti, 
the bassist/violonist Chi-Chi Nwanoku) are as busy in "au
thentic" as in "modern" roles. 

That so many players now cultivate the ability to switch 
into and out of "period" style at will has important conse
quences. It is unlikely that any performer can maintain this 
son of divided musical life without each of its components in
flecting the other, and the high proportion of crossover players 
may be contributing to the gradual but unmistakable conver-
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gence of "modern" toward "period" style in eighteenth-century 
repertoire. Certainly the phenomenon tends to deaden the old 
hostilities between the two camps, since so many players now 
have a financial stake in both. A more fundamental conse
quence is that the various performance styles begin to stand in 
a slightly different relation to the music they are used to inter
pret. Performance style becomes less a historical "given" than a 
large set of sonic resources, from which the musician selects 
whatever he (or she) feels to be appropriate to the situation at 
hand. Style becomes less like part of the music's "body" and 
more like the clothes one might choose to dress it in. (Mozart 
might wear restrained vibrato and long appoggiature one 
evening, an altogether more sumptuous ensemble the next, as a 
player moves back and forth between "period" and "modern" 
contexts.) It is but a small step from this easy pluralism of styles 
to the idea that the resources of all styles are in principle avail
able to be applied, at will, to all music. 

We have already seen something similar happen within the 
narrower confines of historical performance itself. A striking 
number of the most innovative and iconoclastic figures in the 
early-music movement were involved early in their careers with 
the most extravagant and rhetorical parts of the repertory. Jordi 
Savall made his reputation in the French solo viol repertoire, 
Nikolaus Harnoncourt and Reinhard Goebel (each with very 
individual results) in the late-seventeenth-century German Ba
roque, William Christie in Charpentier and Rameau. All of 
this music resists on its face the kind of rationalization and reg
imentation that has proven quite successful with Handel, 
Vivaldi, and most of Bach. It is excessive, wild, irrational, per
sonal. Wendy Carlos would be baffled by it; it defeats Stravin
skification. (Or, rather, it refuses to come alive in a 
Stravinskified state, so that an alert musician will always feel 
compelled to give it something more: a certain rhythmic free
dom, a rhetorical edge.) These musicians developed particular 
manners of performance, particular strategies, in reaction to 
the challenges of their chosen repertories, but the styles that 
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came into being this way have remained alive as their creators 
went on to other projects, inflecting and energizing Savall's 
Bach and Monteverdi, Harnoncourt's Beethoven, and 
Christie's Purcell in unpredictable ways. An extreme example 
of this transference is the recording of Bach's Art of Fugue by 
Savall's Hesperion XX.21 Savall uses a vividly anachronistic 
"orchestration" (cornetto, oboe, trombone, bassoon, and con
sort of viols, in various combinations), a conception apparently 
borrowed from his earlier work with seventeenth-century con
sort music; this, together with Savall's characteristically hyper
sensitive way with dynamics and nuance, suffuses this 
supposedly "abstract" music with an arrestingly personal mel
ancholy. It seems hardly relevant that the means have very little 
to do with Bach's own performing practice as we usually under
stand it. 

In the January, 1993 issue of Gramophone there appeared a 
curious review by Nicholas Anderson of Anner Bylsma's recent 
re-recording of the Bach cello suites. In the main it is a cata
logue oflaudatory observations. Bylsma, writes Anderson, pro
vides "much ... that is illuminating, thought-provoking, and 
stimulating"; he is 

an artist who is not afraid to express himself both individually and in
tensely and who understands, indeed seems to feel, the graceful con
tours of these superlative pieces with acute sensibility.22 

In the end the reviewer is pleased to recommend the new re
cording to "open-minded readers of a passionate, warm-blood
ed disposition." But in the phrase "open-minded" there lurks a 
certain disquiet, of which there is more evidence earlier in the 
review. "Seldom, if ever," Anderson writes, "have I felt so un
certain about how I should guide the reader as in this in-

21. Johann Sebastian Bach, Die Kunst der Fuge, Hesperion XXlJordi Savall 
(As tree E 2001, 1986). 
22. Gramophone, January 1993, 49. 
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stance." He cites a few intonation problems as reason for 
concern, but the true source of his unease is the suspicion that 
he has been enjoying guilty pleasures: 

At times, as in the chromatic journey leading to the glorious high G cli
max of the Prelude of the First Suite, we may ponder deeply over mat
ters concerning expression. For if Pierre Fournier (D[eutsche] 
G[rammophon]), for example,~ .. had allowed himself the expressive li
cense demonstrated by Bylsma he would most probably have been 
roundly condemned for excessive romanticism.23 

The suggestion here is not, or not primarily, that Bylsma's "ex
pressive license" is demonstrably ahistorical. Rather, Anderson 
is distressed because a formerly reliable system of signs has bro
ken down. Until quite recently, the phrase "historical perfor
mance" (or its various equivalents) emblazoned on a CD box 
functioned, among other things, as a kind of guarantee that the 
performance inside would refuse the easy pleasures of "roman
tic" gesture in favor of a more refined aesthetic propriety. One 
could listen secure in the knowledge that one was not about to 
be tricked into accidentally enjoying anything sentimental or 
"overripe"; such recordings could be trusted not to provide oc
casions of (aesthetic) sin. But this tidy system is not operating 
very well these days: historical performance, at least in music 
written before the nineteenth century, is no longer proof 
against the grand expressive impulse. Indeed, it would be truer 
to say, as the above review hints, that historical performance is 
now becoming a refuge for expressive impulses that have been 
weeded out of the "modern" mainstream. 

A new expressive latitude follows naturally from the secure 
position of historical performance in the eighteenth century 
and earlier. The rhetoric of "renovation," and the accompany
ing musical streamlining, quickening, and rationalizing opera
tions that Taruskin has described, are valuable assets when 
Early Music seeks to conquer new musical territory. They both 

23. Ibid. 
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enforce and dramatize a difference between the old, familiar 
performances and the zippy new product, and they invest in 
that difference a potent moral charge, contrasting the treachery 
of received tradition with the difficult, but honorable, return to 
the neglected intentions of the composer. Once "period" prac
tice becomes normal (or at least uncontroversial) in a repertory, 
it need not define itself with the same urgency as a rejection of 
"modern" practice, and both the rhetoric and the associated 
style gradually lose their effect. More: the rhetoric becomes an 
actual liability, a waste of energy better reserved for clarifYing 
the different interpretive positions within "period" practice. Yet 
audiences still allow for the possibility that "period" perform
ances will differ from the familiar style of "modern" ones. The 
players are still assumed to be following the dictates of history 
and must be allowed to go whither that stern muse directs 
them, even if the results appear a little unconventional. Mean
while, "mainstream" musicians, in a kind of forced compro
mise, have edged doser and doser to the stripped-down variety 
of "period" practice in eighteenth-century music, ceding ex
pressive ground in the hope that this will let them use their 
anachronistic instruments without guilt. The ultimate result is 
that historical performers, under the shield of their assumed 
"difference," can indulge in all manner of expressive nuances 
that would be deemed vulgarly "Romantic" in a modern per
formance. 

The shield of "difference" has fostered some of the most ex
citing performances that Early Music has produced, although 
since they are happening in the backwaters of the (already con
quered) pre-nineteenth-century repertory they have not gotten 
the critical attention they deserve. The bulk of them involve 
the solo and chamber repertories of the eighteenth century, 
where "difference" has had an additional benefit: the restora
tion of a sensibly sized acoustical space for performance. The 
practice of performing chamber music in enormous concert 
halls is now so well established by tradition that a "modern" en
semble could not forgo such concerts even ifit came to the sen-
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sible conclusion that they shut off a vital range of musical 
possibilities. "Modern" string quartet playing has developed to 
match the requirements of the big-concert regime, which 
means a smooth, expertly blended sound (the better to project) 
and a general avoidance of the quietest end of the spectrum. 
The inner dynamics of the quartet texture-its internal de
bates, contradictions, tussles-are downplayed in the service of 
a sleek, unanimous style capable of reaching even the farthest 
seats. But by virtue of their marginally weaker carrying power, 
period-instrument string quartets have been able to demand an 
acoustic space small enough to permit other possibilities. (Here 
as elsewhere, the "difference" involved is magnified by the spe
cial dispensation given historical performance; the advantages 
of a smaller hall would apply every bit as much to "modern" 
quartets as to "period" ones, but only the latter have the means 
to make the demand.) 

The degree to which some historical performers have bro
ken free of the "modernist" orbit, and the size of the gap that 
has opened up between the older and newer factions within the 
historical performance movement itself, are strikingly illustrat
ed by two recordings of Haydn's op. 20 quartets, both on 
"period instruments," both released within the last two years. 
One set is by the English Salomon Quartet, the other by the 
Quatuor Mosalques, a transnational ensemble whose players 
have also been associated with such groups as Harnoncourt's 
Concentus Musicus Wien and Savall's Hesperion XX.24 The 
Salomon Quartet specializes in what Taruskin (writing of Rog
er Norrington) has called "inspired literalism,,,25 and has given 
particular attention to the interpretation of Haydn's articula
tion marks.26 The Mosa'iques players have become known for 

24. Joseph Haydn, The "Sun"Quartets Op. 20, Salomon Quartet (Hyperion 
CDA666u [nos. 1-3] and CDA66622 [nos. 4-6], both 1992); Joseph Haydn, 
Six Quatuors Op. 20, Quatuor Mosiiques (As tree E 8784, 1992). 
25. Richard T aruskin, "Resisting the Ninth," I9th-Century Music 9 (1989): 
242 • 
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a freer, more subjective approach, sometimes forged at the ex
pense of a few undoubted historical facts. 27 

The op. 20 quartets are arguably Haydn's most irregular, 
surprising, and unpredictable music. The richness of quartet 
texture that Haydn developed here he never surpassed, and 
such delicious cello parts in particular he would never write 
again, but op. 20 is equally set apart by the rhetorical quality of 
its forms. If ever after Haydn would treat "sonata form" as a set 
of expectations to be confirmed, denied, or reinterpreted, in 
op. 20 it is more like an instinctive process, a stream of ideas 
which seem to generate their own arching path. The destina
tion of each movement seems continually contingent, the mu
sic's next direction always in doubt. The challenge of 
performing these quartets is to render this kind of trajectory so 

26. See Laszlo Somfai, "Haydn Quartets: An 'Authentic' New Wave," Opus 
3, no. 4 aune 1987), 18-21 for a detailed discussion of Haydn's notational 
practice and the Salomons' response to it. 
27. Their rendition of the lovely Andante third movement of Haydn's last 
completed quartet (op. 77, no. 2, OIl Asw:e E 8799, 1989), for example, 
achieves its dreamy glow at the cost of a tempo no one could seriously de
scribe as "andante." The Salomon Quartet (on Hyperion CDA66348, 1989) 
takes the same music at nearly double the pace. 
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that the peculiar quality of contingency is conveyed but the 
odd turns of the music still seem intelligible. That is essentially 
a persuasive task, a challenge of rhetoric. . 

The G-Minor Quartet, op. 20, no. 3, opens with two 
seven-bar phrases in succession, a brusque and radically unsta~ 
bie beginning whose character overshadows the·rest of the ex
position (see ex. I). The events that follow are dizzying in their 
diversity and the abruptness of their juxtaposition. The exposi
tion is peppered with events that seem to demand a gestural or 
even theatrical response in performance: the bizarre satta voce 
comment in mm. 24-25 (ex. 2a); the textural and then dynamic 
shifts at mm. 34-35, which suddenly transform the first violin 
part from a subsidiary role to a soaring solo line (ex. 2b); the 
abrupt dropping out of the other parts from under this same 
line in m. 50 (ex. 2C); the utter dissolution of meter in mm. 71-
77, where the first violin's frustrated meandering is accompa
nied by little irregularly placed chords from the other instru
ments (ex. 2d). 

The Salomons digest the odd opening phrases with dis
maying ease, right down to the demure little cello tags in the 
seventh and fourteenth bars, which are primly tapered from 
"good" to "bad" beats exactly as proper "historical" practice 
recommends. The "aside" in mm. 24-25 scarcely causes them to 
break their stride. The dynamic change in m. 35 is duly ob
served, but nothing special is made of it; when the first violin is 
suddenly left alone in mm. 50-51 it continues almost as if noth
ing had happened. The passage in example 2d is less rigid, but 
still strangely matter-of-fact. Dynamic range, vibrato, and nu
ance are carefully constrained throughout. Everything is 
smoothly subsumed into an unruffled single trajectory. 

The same music played by the Quatuor Mosa'iques is 
something else again. From the start the tone is much fiercer: 
we are warned to expect a heightened emotional range. The 
first phrase is palpably forced to an end after the irregular seven 
bars, cut off by the cello with an impressively final whomp. The 
piano comment in mm. 24-25 is really disjunct, almost unnat-
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urally quiet (in the development this same figure will precipi
tate a near-Bart6kian fragmentation). The violin line in m. 34 
unfolds as though suddenly unfettered, and when the bottom 
falls out from under it in m. 50 it trips hesitantly down the ar
peggio as though it were searching for the rest of the quartet. 
The first violin line in mm. 71-77 is handled with subtle rhyth
mical irregularity. Each accompanying chord affects the violin 
like a physical nudge, startling it into a (slightly rushed) up
ward leap, from which it then relaxes and begins to droop 
downward again. (Thus the Mosaiques players find a convinc
ing solution for the interpretive problem of m. 76, where the 
expected chord doesn't happen: no longer prodded, the violin 
naturally drifts to rest in the next bar.) The suggestion of indi
vidual agency in these descriptions is not accidental, for the. 
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central impression made by the performance is of the players' 
collective participation in a dramatic action. There is the feel
ing of an established tempo, but within that basic speed there 
is considerable variation: each phrase, each collective gesture, 
bends the tempo according to its character (eager, restive, hesi
tant. .. ). Every figure in every part takes on the ~uality of a 
physical gesture. It is a kind of aural choreography. 8 

Throughout the op. 20 quartets the Salomons and the Mo
sa'iques stand in much the same relation to one another. One 
other especially telling comparison between the two is in the 
"Menuet aHa Zingarese" of the D-Major Quartet, op. 20, 

no. 4. The minuet is a bewildering rhythmic concoction, with 
accents every two beats in the upper parts and a similar pattern 
in the viola and cello, which accent the beats that the violins 
leave unstressed. Only in the two bars at the end of each strain 
does the conventional metrical character of the minuet emerge, 
with the ceno's stereotypical cadential figure (ex. 3a). For the 
Salomons this is essentially a normal, sane minuet with a lot of 
funny accents in it. They start it in an unambiguous triple 
meter, and the subsequent dissolution and return of the minuet 
gait are presented with the clarity of a sounding Urtext. The 
Quatuor Mosa'iques makes the meter maddeningly uncertain 
from the beginning. They forgo the normal weak upbeat and 
strong downbeat into the first bar in favor of a slyly legato pick
up that is more like the upbeat to an upbeat. That is, they treat 
the violin parts, with their duple accents, as though they were 
really in duple meter, like a gavotte (see ex. 3b, where the first 
violin part is speculatively rebarred).29 Even the first downbeat 

28. This gestural sense of rhythm appears to be anew phenomenon, not just 
a reminiscence of "mainstream" practice. A survey of modem-instrument 
recordings of op. 20, no. 3 by the Vegh, Tatrai, Aeolian, and Lenox Quartets 
reveals, among performances that differ enormously in other ways, the same 
tendency to flX the tempo as though the music were running on rails. Of the 
four, it is the oldest, the Vegh performance (a broadcast tape from 1956, re
cently issued on Orfeo C 316 931 B), that comes closest to the Mosa"iques' 
approach, but even it is restrained in gesture by comparison. 
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. is not really a downbeat. But the lower parts systematically un
dermine every shred of metrical certainty the violins provide. 
Only the approach to the double bar makes it dear that the 
piece is in triple meter. 

Such an inventive and flexible approach to musical texts as 
this has been a rare thing in our musical life ("period" and 
"modern" alike) of recent years, but we are sure to hear much 
more of it in the years to come. The Salomon's cool precision is 
as genuine a product of the historical performance movement 
as is the deeply gestural performance style that the Quatuor 
Mosaiques has developed. But the former is, I venture to sug
gest, an aural snapshot of where historical performance has 
been, and the latter one of where it is going: away from the 
modernism ofTaruskin's "authentisticity," and toward the use 
of a newly expanded catalogue of expressive resources, devel-

29. Hans Keller suggested exacdy this Cmd provided a figure similar to ex. 
3b) in his frustrating but often insightful performance guide, The Great 
Haydn Quartets (New York, 1986), 55-56. 
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oped in the shadow of the modernist mainstream-a set of re
sources whose applications will surely not long be confined to 
"period" instruments. Are these the beginnings of a postmod
ern performance practice? No doubt that is a matter for argu
ment; such things are never as dear, as unambiguous, as we 
would like them to be, and never are they murkier than in the 
very moment that they happen. (Nor do we stand to gain 
much at present by adding yet one more term to the capacious
ly expansive category of "the postmodern.") But surely we may 
perceive here a sign of discomfort with the "modern," an at
tempt at the formulation of an alternative. And the Mosa'iques' 
Haydn suggests that the contribution of new sounds and new 
gestures to that nascent alternative may be the most enduring 
legacy of "early music." 



Giving You a Black I: 
L. 1. Cool 1'8 Rap and Video "Mama Said Knock 
You OUe l 

Lieba B. Golden 

The music ofL. 1. Cool J has been called "soft rap. ,,2 Not to be 
confused, of course, with soft rock, that easy-listening-I-love
you-forever music, soft rap hits like a ton of bricks: no break
it-to-me-gently here. Soft rap is the name given to a style of 
rapping in which the author/performer boasts relentlessly of 
his or her own strengths and talents, both sexual and 
vocal. L. L. Cool J's music can be classed entirely within this 
subgenre, leaving "message" and "rock-the-house" raps3 to the 
likes of Public Enemy as in "Fight the Power" and the Funky 
4 + I in "That's the Joint," respectively. In this article, I will ex
plore how 1. 1. Cool J's rap song and video "Mama Said 
Knock You Out" typify this genre of hip-hop4 and how L. 1. 

1. Among many faculty and friends, I particularly wish to thank Katherine 
Bergeron for her faith and criticism, Tony Tauber for his bibliographic help 
and general wisdom, and Greg Tate for "getting this party started." 
2. Mark Costello and David Foster Wallace, SignifYing Rappers: Rap and 
Race in the Urban Present (New York, 1990), 26. 
3. Elizabeth A. Wheeler, '''Most of My Heroes Don't Appear on No 
Stamps': The Dialogics of Rap Music," Black Music Research Journaln, no. 
2 (Fall 1991): 195. 


